KURUKSHETRA UNIVERSITY KURUKSHETRA  
(Established by the State Legislature Act XII of 1956)  
("A+" Grade NAAC Accredited)

No.CP-IV/20/13531-13630  
Dated 10-11-2020

To

All the Principals/Directors/Chairpersons of the Colleges/Institutes Affiliated/Maintained by K.U. Kurukshetra


Dear Sir/Madam

This is to inform you that the University has already conducted theory examination of intermediate re-appear students and now the practical examination of B.A./B.Sc/B.Com/BBA/BCA/BIM/B.A.M.C./B.FAD/B.Sc Home Science/Sports/Fashion Designing/B.Voc 2nd & 4th Semester etc. has to be conducted for re-appear/ex-students only with immediate effect through Google Meet or other online mode. However, you are requested to conduct the above said practical examinations by appointing internal examiners through Google meet or other online media at the earliest and send the award list to the Deputy Registrar (Secrecy), KUK in hard copy immediately.

Yours faithfully

Deputy Registrar (Conduct)

Endst.No.CP/IV/20/13531-13630  
Dated-09.11.2020

Copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:-

1. Dy./Assistant Registrar(R-I, II&III), K.U.K. with the request to send the schedule of practical examination to all the students concerned. A list of students class-wise/semester-wise to be also sent to the principals concerned so that necessary arrangement may be made by them.

2. Deputy Registrar (Secrecy), Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra


4. Supdt. (Conduct Theory), Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra

5. CP-II(Practical) Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra

6. Steno to Deputy Registrar (Conduct), Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra

7. Head, AEIMC (I.T) Cell, KUK, to upload the same in the University Website.